
 

 

 
 
“3HK 5G Offer” Terms and Conditions: 
1. By participating in the campaign, each eligible user is deemed to have read, understood and agreed to be bound by the 

terms and conditions set out below (“3HK 5G Offer” Terms and Conditions and “Winter Mega Lucky Draw” Terms and 

Conditions). 

 

2. Eligible Participant: 

2.1 Eligible MoneyBack Member; 
2.2 A person who has aged 18 or above with valid Hong Kong Identity Card; 
2.3 Successfully redeemed "3HK 5G Offer" with 380 MoneyBack points in the MoneyBack mobile app during the 
promotion period 

 
3. Once redeem the offer via MoneyBack mobile app, corresponding MoneyBack point will be automatically deducted from 

the registered MoneyBack account 
 
4. Participants who show the promotion code at 3HK Retail Shops and subscribe designated 5G monthly plan during 30 Dec 

2020 to 31 Mar 2021 can enjoy monthly bonus 5G local data within contract period and up to $1,000 flagship handset 
discount. An expired, unused offer will not be extended and will not be re-issued 

 
5. Each promotion code can only be used once 

 
6. Up to $1,000 flagship handset discount: Customer is required to subscribe designated 5G SIM monthly plan and purchase 

the designated handset model on the same day to enjoy $1,000 handset discount. The handset models / colour are 
available while stocks last 

 
7. “3HK 5G Offer” is only applicable for new customers and existing 3HK customers to upgrade 5G monthly plan subscription 

 
8. “3HK 5G Offer” is applicable to selected service plans / handset models only, and are available while stocks last. Please 

contact 3HK staff (“3Shop staff”), call 3HK Hotline (“3Sales Hotline”) at 1032 or visit www.three.com.hk for details of 3HK 
Shop (“3Shop”) addresses, products, service plans, offers and terms and conditions 

 
9. 3HK and MBHK reserve the right to amend the terms and conditions, suspend or terminate the Offers at any time without 

prior notice 
 

10. In case of any dispute concerning the Offers, 3HK and MBHK reserve the right of final decision 
 

11. “3HK 5G Offer” is provided by 3HK and please directly contact 3HK for any “3HK 5G Offer” inquiry. MBHK shall have no 
liability relating to any aspect of the “3HK 5G Offer”. 

 
12. 5G network experience may be affected due to various factors including but not limited to network setting/specification or 

coverage, the features or functionality of individual mobile device, transmission technology, network traffic and usage, 
speed of websites servers, service stability of other content providers, weather and other circumstantial factors (e.g. 
blockades such as buildings, mountains, tunnels) which may lead to radio interference. Subject to 5G Service Terms and 
Conditions of 3HK 

 
13. Unless otherwise specified, The Offers cannot be used in conjunction with other special promotions, discounts or 

promotional coupons  
 

14. All service contents and charges are subject to final decision of 3HK. 3HK reserves the right to change the contents and 
charges without prior notice 

 
15. The above offers are subject to our 3G, 4G LTE and 5G Service Terms and Conditions, the aforesaid and other special terms 

and conditions. Please contact 3Shop staff for details 



 

 

 
16. If there is any discrepancy between the Chinese and English versions of these terms and conditions, the English version 

shall prevail. 
 

  


